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Meeting Review – July 5, 2011
SPEAKER: Wayne Barton – Professional
Chipcarver
Wayne Barton is an American-born
professional woodcarver who lives in Park
Ridge, Illinois. He gave an interesting and
informative presentation to the club on his
avocation of woodcarving and some humorous
anecdotes to make his presentation lively and
fun. Wayne’s carving demo made the craft
seem a little too easy; I think much practice is
required in cutting and reading the wood grain
to produce great results. Unlike other aspects
of woodworking, only 2 simple tools are
needed – a cutting knife and a stab knife.
They are kept razor sharp as one of his
seminar participants discovered by giving
Wayne’s knife a test on his thumb! Wayne
stated that he has never cut himself while
carving and likes to carve while sitting with the
piece in his lap. It looks like a great hobby for
woodworkers with a limited tool budget, those
who travel a lot, someone with limited mobility,
or someone gifted with artistic talent. A few of
his display pieces are shown on the right. If
you are interested in pursuing chip carving, let
a board member know – we are considering a
Wayne Barton seminar for the future.
For more information on Wayne Barton and
chipcarving, see his website:
http://www.chipcarving.com/
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Next Meeting
August 2, 2011
Program:

Viking, replica of the Gokstad Viking ship,
at the Chicago World Fair 1893

Lorraine Straw, President of “Friends of
the Viking Ship”, will present the story of
the ship and some illustrations about the
unique construction of a Viking ship.
The Viking is a replica of the Gokstad
ship. Excavated in 1880, the Gokstad
was called the most beautiful ship ever
built. The replica ship was built in
Sandefjord, Norway in 1893, and later
christened Viking.
From “The Book of the Fair”:
as the approaching Columbian Exposition
began to be the talk of the world, it was
determined to send Viking, the Gokstad's
counterpart, manned by Norwegian
sailors and unattended by any other craft,
in order to prove the feasibility of Leif
Erikson's alleged expedition, more than
nine centuries ago, from Norway to the
New England coast. Thus from
Sandefjord the vessel set sail for New
York, and in the middle of July, 1893,
anchored off Jackson park.
The Viking is now located at Good
Templar Park, 528 East Side Drive,
Geneva, Illinois. Tour hours and more
information can be found at:
http://www.vikingship.us/about.htm
This should be a very interesting
presentation, even if you are not planning
to build a Viking ship in the near future.
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Editor’s Woodfiller
When I was working full time, my
woodworking was usually very intermittent.
Projects would start and then sit for days or
weeks or months before I got back to them.
Then I had to remember what stage the
project was in, what I was planning to do
next, and often, I found myself solving the
same problems all over again. I would get
back in the groove, make a little progress,
and then get interrupted once more. This
often led to frustrating mistakes and waste
of material. To my surprise, retirement has
not helped resolve this problem much. I do
work projects much more continuously, but
now, even short interruptions lead to
forgetfulness and mistakes. They say your
short term memory is first to go! My
solution is to carefully mark all project
pieces with chalk or pencil to make sure I
note which sides are face sides, their
orientation, where dadoes are to be
machined, and any other details likely to be
forgotten after a break. Pencil markings
are best located on edges or joined areas
that will not show. Post-it notes are also
good reminder tags to attach to drawings
and plans. Lee
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President’s Sawdust
Tom Sharp, President FVWWC
The editorial musings of your president which maybe serious, funny, technical, or philosophical, but hopefully always entertaining.

Wood Whispering
So I have a new baby bed to make. No, this article is not about being a
grandpa. Instead, it’s about selecting the wood to use in making it. There are
empirical, logical, and probably mathematical ways to choose a proper wood
but I have a new method. I listen to what the wood has to say. I want to know
how compatible it is for the product I have in mind. Each wood type will give
me reasons why I should choose or not choose it.
We all can pick up and understand other things besides people. Ever walk into a large dog
pound? The cacophony of barking will overwhelm you. It’s not the volume, it’s the persuasive
insistence. The dogs all say “PICK ME, PICK ME!” along with reasonable and heart wrenching
reasons. They all want to come home with you. You hear the same thing in December when you
go to pick the yearly Christmas tree, right?
Everyone has different degrees of sensitivity in sensing these siren songs. Some people claim to
understand dog speak. It’s easy to pick these persons out, they talk back to their dogs. Others will
mutter to their car, especially if they are fixing something under the hood. I happen to be able to
sense what wood has to say. I have to listen closely and it has to be quiet around us but their
thoughts can be “heard”.
So how do I choose wood for a baby bed? It’s easy. Bring a baby to the wood and listen to the
wood’s reaction. Fortunately for this test, my neighbor still has a young one in diapers. Not quite
a baby, but close. So, I go next door, explain what I want to do, and ask if I can borrow the baby
for a few minutes.
“No problem”, the father says empathetically. “Here, take all the time you need”. Dad is
sympathetic to the cause. He understands my reasoning. By trade, he’s a mechanic and talks to
the cars he works on every day.
As I’m making my way back to my house and I start walking down the basement steps, I notice a
definite change in the air coming from the baby.
Holy cow! What’s that smell?” yells the walnut from below.
“I can’t stand that smell”, says the white oak.
From these trite remarks, it’s easy to see these woods would not be a good choice for a baby bed.
They just don’t have the nose for it.
2011
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When I walk over to the red oak pile, I perceive the wood taking in the odor; it acted as if it was
inhaling the air, testing it. “I smelled like that when I first got cut up into boards. That’s not a bad
smell”, says the red oak.
“Indeed you did,” I agreed, “I can remember that day and your wet sawdust smell was uhhh, very
pungent”. (Never insult wood for something it can’t help about itself). All woods have their
shortcomings. Fortunately for red oak, its fault goes away as it dries.
At this point, my decision on what wood to use is very easy. It’s obvious from this small test that
red oak is the proper wood for a baby bed. Both the baby and the wood share a common trait. A
bed made from red oak will welcome my new grandchild with open stiles.
The next time you have to make a choice on what wood to use, try using this technique. Take
something associated with what you are about to make to the wood. Let it talk to you. Its response
will enlighten, amuse, and point you in the right direction for making your choice.

FVWWC MONTHLY DRAWING
Good News! Gail Madden has stepped up to run our monthly raffle
drawing (with assistance from Norm Musur).
July Winners:
Mobile Base – Don Carkhoff
Pen Blanks – John Gesiakowski
Starret Rule – James Nellis
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Howard's Corner
with Howard Van Valzah
Aka: The Woodorker

This is the final report on the hall table built for my CT daughter and
family. The table is loaded and strapped into our car for the trip east
starting Thursday July 14. I'm sorry I could not bring the final result to
a meeting because it was all loaded in the car and tied down for the trip
when I had plenty of help available. But you all should know is that the
new top finish was perfect using General Finishes pre-cat urethane. It
performs exactly like a lacquer but has all the good properties of
polyurethane.
Whenever I complete a major work there are always a number of things to do that have been
postponed. The first is always putting all my tools back in the right place, secondly a modest
cleanup of the shop, and thirdly working on some projects which have been sidelined. For me,
there were three dust control problems needing attention. My 25" planer has always deposited a
certain amount of sawdust on the floor in front of the machine. I have a huge dust collector
attached to the machine which collects 90+% of sawdust generated in planing, but it is the small
pile in front that annoys me when it keeps getting bigger and bigger. First I tried installing a
second vac to a collector held in place by duct tape, which failed very quickly. A second attempt
with duct tape also failed. So I built a little four legged stool to hold the dust collector and it seems
to be working quite efficiently. A photo of the front and the back shows the installation.
Howard
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Period Furniture SIG Report
July 18, 2011 Meeting
Don Carkhuff was the main speaker at our July meeting,
presenting a great overview of Queen Anne period
furniture legs and the Cabriole style leg in particular.
Don’s experience as an Industrial Arts teacher of
teenagers helped him keep an audience of cantankerous
guys and gals attentive to his presentation. He clearly has
significant experience building period furniture and had
plenty to share with the group, both his successes and
mistakes. He is also a wise furniture builder, very focused
on pleasing his customer (primarily his wife who happens
to love the Queen Anne style). (Note from editor – I have
found this strategy also helps grease the skids for tool
acquisition. There is rarely a spouse requested project that
cannot be used to justify new tools!)
While many of us may know the general procedures for
making a Cabriole leg, Don offered some great insights
and tips for the process. First, in wood selection, cut
blanks so that the grain direction is rift-sawn, thus
exposing a quarter-sawn grain appearance on the adjacent show faces. Don likes the
cathedral grain patterns, so he often chooses to orient the blank to expose a flat-sawn
appearance on the show faces. Whatever your preference is, the mix of QS and FS on the
show faces is to be avoided – therefore, use of the usual turning blanks is not recommended
for legs. A second tip is planning for extra material on the leg blank to provide for the skirt
transition pieces so that the wood color and grain match the leg itself. A corollary to this is to
save some matching wood to overlay any sapwood that might be exposed when you saw the
top block section of the legs. Don also offered some tips for cutting blanks with the proper
grain orientation from available material. Glue-ups of thinner material to make leg blanks may
result in unsightly grain line mismatches as Don related from his early experience.
The next meeting is on September 19 with a presentation planned on design and construction
of a Colonial Tilt Top Tea table by Arnie Bandstra. For now, we will maintain a bimonthly
meeting schedule – the 3rd Monday of every odd-numbered month. I will use a separate email
list to communicate with SIG members; contact me via email if you want to be added to this
list. As both Fox Valley and DuPage Woodworkers Clubs are supporting this SIG, meeting
notices will also be included in the clubs’ newsletters, but I will not be sending club-wide
emails.
Lee Nye
Period Furniture SIG Chair
roadbiker123@gmail.com
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Show & Tell
1. Wolf’s Hockey Bird House – Paul Dehnert
Wood: Pine and Cedar
Finish: Hand Painted

2. Portable Chess Table – Fred Rizza
Wood: Mahogany and Ipe
Finish: Alcohol stain w/ acrylic finish
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Show & Tell
3. Turned Bowl – Joe Popp
Wood: Hickory
Finish: none

4. Turned Bowl – Bill ? (sorry – no project form)
Wood: Osage Orange
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Show & Tell
5. Lathe Tool Holder for ShopSmith – Dave Dockstader
Wood: Plywood and Birch
Finish: none

6. Large Dog Food Platform – Stan Anderson
Wood: Oak and Pine
Finish: Spar Varnish
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Show & Tell
7. Laser Engraving – Jeff Smith
Wood: Pine
Finish: none
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Next FVWWC Meeting
Tuesday, August 2nd, 2011
7:30 p.m.: General Meeting
Guest Speaker:
Lorraine Straw
President, Friends of the Viking Ship

Period Furniture
SIG
September 19th,
2011
This bi-monthly (odd
numbered months) special
interest group on period
furniture meets at the Bosch
National Training Facility,
901 South
Rohlwing Road,
Addison, IL.
The group will next
meet on Monday,
September 18th, at
7pm. The topic of the
presentation will be
design and
construction of a
colonial Tilt Top Tea
Table by Arnie
Bandstra. Members of the
Fox Valley and the DuPage
Woodworker’s Clubs are
welcome to attend.

Hand Tool SIG

ShopSmith SIG

August 2, 2011

September 6, 2011

The Hand Tool SIG meets,
January through November, at
6:30, before the regular
meeting at Bethany Lutheran
in the lower conference room.
Anyone
interested in
the use of hand
tools is
welcome to
join us for discussion of this
fascinating area of
woodworking.
We will learn by sharing the
experiences of using and
caring for traditional hand
tools.

The ShopSmith SIG now
meets quarterly. The next
meeting is Tuesday,
September 6.

NEXT MEETING
TOPIC:
To be announced
We meet 6:30 pm - 7:30 pm
in the Vlahn Memorial Room/
#M111 of the Ministry Center
next door to the church.
Share your Shopsmith
experience with us and find
out what the rest of us have
been up to with our
machines.

Hope to see you in there!

Mike Brady
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Fox Valley Woodworkers Club
General Meetings held at:
Bethany Lutheran Church
8 S Lincoln St. - Batavia, IL
On the 1st Tuesday of each Month
at 7:30 p.m.
Doors Open at 6:30 p.m.
Visitors Always Welcome!
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